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1 Creating and Maintaining Driver Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining driver profiles. It assumes that you have an active software
subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get
you set up.
How to create and manage driver profiles in BorderConnect.
Driver profiles are used in BorderConnect for 3 main purposes:
• To complete mandatory information fields for ACE Manifests.
• To indicate the driver for user reference or automatic notifications for ACI eManifests.
• To indicate the driver for user reference or automatic notifications for BorderConnect's PARS Checking Software.
Once entered, the information in driver profiles remain saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the information
each time a driver crosses on an ACE eManifest, for example. You would simply select the driver for the manifest and
their information would be loaded automatically.

1.1 Creating a New Driver Profile
To begin creating a new driver profile, select the option 'Create Driver' under the Manage Data menu.

This will bring you to the Add New Driver Page, where the primary information for the driver can be entered, as well as the
notification options if you wish for your driver to receive automatic notifications.
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Please note that the legend at the bottom of this page will help indicate which fields are required for which purposes. For
example if your driver profile will not be used for ACE eManifests only the fields Driver Number, First Name and Last
Name are required. Please note though that it's best to enter all information if you believe the driver profile may be used
for ACE eManifests in the future. This will prevent having to return and enter the additional information later.
If you will be using this profile for ACE eManifests and your driver has a FAST card, it is important to enter it on this page
under ACE ID / FAST ID. FAST drivers are expected to be reported in ACE in this manner.
Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Driver Details Page, which displays an overview of the driver profile.
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1.1.1 Entering Travel Documents for Profiles used on ACE eManifests
If your driver profile will be used for ACE eManifests, and you have not entered a FAST card or ACE ID, your next step
will be to enter travel documents. Non-FAST drivers will require 2 travel documents to be entered on their driver profile,
including one Commercial Driver's License and one additional Travel Document.
To begin click on the Add Travel Document button and enter the information for the Commercial Driver's License. Once
finished, click save to return to the Driver Details Page. You can then click Add Travel Document again to add the
additional document. The second document you add should satisfy the driver's WHTI requirements, i.e. passport or
equivalent, that are required for entering the United States at land border crossings.
For drivers with an Enhanced Driver's License, the proper way to enter it is to put it in as two separate travel documents:
one as Commercial Driver's License and one as Enhanced Driver's License.

1.1.2 Entering PARS Sequences and RMD Sequences for Profiles used with PARS Checking
If your driver profile will be used for reference or notification with BorderConnect's PARS Checking software, but not with
BorderConnect's ACI eManifest software, then you want to enter PARS and RMD Sequences on the driver profile. Having
the sequences entered ahead of time allows BorderConnect to automatically know which driver a PARS or RMD belongs
to when a new message comes in from CBSA. The message will then be marked with that driver's name in the PARS
Shipments listings in BorderConnect, and can also be forwarded on to the driver if the notification options have been set.
To enter a PARS sequence, click the Add PARS Sequence button. You can then indicate a set of PARS numbers that
you've assigned to your driver and click Save to add it to your driver profile. All PARS sequences assigned to your driver
will be listed here, including how many PARS stickers remain, and options to manage the list will be included.
RMD sequences are added and managed in much the same way, by clicking the Add RMD Sequence button.

1.1.3 Entering CSA Details for TCP Profiles
The CSA Details on a driver profile are only used when your company is transmitting CSA Shipments in ACI using
BorderConnect. They should only be entered by the person in your company that maintains TCP lists as part of your CSA
requirements. For training and support on entering this information, that person should contact BorderConnect directly.

1.2 Maintaining Existing Driver Profiles
To manage your existing driver profiles, bring up the Driver Search Page by selecting 'Search Drivers' from the Manage
Data menu.
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By default this page will display a list of all driver profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are looking
to check which drivers you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if you are
checking on a particular list of drivers.
If you want to update or view an existing driver profile, you can access it from here by finding the driver you want and
clicking View. This will bring you to the Driver Details Page for the driver. The search options are also useful for narrowing
it down to the driver you are looking for if you have a lot of driver profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing driver profile, this can be done by finding the driver you want and clicking Delete.
If you want to restore (recover from deleting) a driver profile you had previously deleted by first making sure "Is Driver
Active" is set to "No" on your search options, then searching for the driver. Once found, clicking Activate will restore the
driver profile.
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2 Creating and Maintaining Passenger Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
A video tutorial on creating a passenger profile within BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining passenger profiles in BorderConnect eManifest software. It
assumes that you have an active software subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an
account, please contact BorderConnect to get you set up.
Passenger profiles are used in BorderConnect to complete mandatory information fields for ACE Manifests and to
indicate the driver for your own reference for ACI eManifests.
Once entered, the information in passenger profiles remains saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the
information each time a passenger crosses on an ACE eManifest, for example. You would simply select the passenger for
the manifest and the information would be loaded automatically.

2.1 Creating a New Passenger Profile
To begin creating a new passenger profile, select the option Create Passenger under the Manage Data menu.
This will bring you to the Add Passenger Page, where all of the information for the passenger can be entered.
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Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Passenger Details Page, which displays an overview of the passenger profile.
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2.1.1 Entering Travel Documents for Profiles used on ACE eManifests
If your passenger profile will be used for ACE eManifests, your next step will be to enter a travel document. Passengers
will normally only require one travel document to be entered, preferably a passport.
To begin click on the Add Travel Document button and enter the information for the document. Once finished, click save
to return to the passenger details page. If you have entered a Driver's License as your travel document, you will need to
add a second document by clicking Add Travel Document again. Otherwise your profile is finished.

2.2 Maintaining Existing Passenger Profiles
To manage your existing passenger profiles, bring up the Passenger Search Page by selecting 'Search Passengers' from
the Manage Data menu.
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By default this page will display a list of all passenger profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are
looking to check which passengers you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if
you are checking on a particular list of passengers.
If you want to update or view an existing passenger profile, you can access it from here by finding the passenger you
want and clicking View. This will bring you to the Passenger Details Page for that passenger. The search options are also
useful for narrowing it down to the passenger you are looking for if you have a lot of passenger profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing passenger profile, this can be done by finding the passenger you want and clicking
Delete.
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3 Creating and Maintaining Truck Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining truck profiles. It assumes that you have an active software
subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get
you set up.
How to Create and manage truck profiles in BorderConnect.
Truck profiles are used in BorderConnect to complete mandatory information fields for ACE Manifests and ACI
eManifests.
Once entered, the information in truck profiles remains saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the information
each time a truck crosses on an ACE Manifest, for example. You would simply select the truck for the manifest and the
information would be loaded automatically.

3.1 Creating a New Truck Profile
To begin creating a new truck profile, select the option 'Create Truck' under the Manage Data menu.

This will bring you to the Add Truck Page, where all of the information for the truck can be entered.
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Please note that the legend at the bottom of this page will help indicate which fields are required for which purposes. For
example if your truck profile will not be used for ACE eManifests only the fields Truck Number, License Plate Number and
License Plate State/Province are required. Please note though that it's best to enter all information if you believe the truck
profile may be used for ACE eManifests in the future. This will prevent having to return and enter the additional
information later.
Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Truck Details Page, which displays an overview of the truck profile.
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3.1.1 Entering License Plates for Truck Profiles
Although you were given the option to add the license plate on the previous screen, if you did not do so you can add it
here using the Add License Plate to Truck button. You can also add additional license plates to the truck by clicking this
button again, but this is not recommended because it would not be compatible with ACE and ACI eManifest requirements.
Only one license plate is allowed for use on manifests.

3.2 Maintaining Existing Truck Profiles
To manage your existing truck profiles, bring up the Truck Search Page by selecting 'Search Trucks' from the Manage
Data menu.

By default this page will display a list of all truck profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are looking
to check which trucks you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if you are
checking on a particular list of trucks.
If you want to update or view an existing truck profile, you can access it from here by finding the truck you want and
clicking View. This will bring you to the Truck Details Page for that truck. The search options are also useful for narrowing
it down to the truck you are looking for if you have a lot of truck profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing truck profile, this can be done by finding the truck you want and clicking Delete.
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4 Creating and Maintaining Trailer Profiles (ACE and ACI
eManifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
How to create a trailer profile in BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on creating and maintaining trailer profiles. It assumes that you have an active software
subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get
you set up.
Trailer profiles are used in BorderConnect to complete mandatory information fields for ACE eManifests and ACI
eManifests.
Once entered, the information in trailer profiles remains saved in BorderConnect. There is no need re-enter the
information each time a trailer crosses on an ACE eManifest, for example. You would simply select the trailer for the
manifest and the information would be loaded automatically.

4.1 Creating a New Trailer Profile
To begin creating a new trailer profile, select the option Create Trailer under the Manage Data menu.

This will bring you to the Add Trailer Page, where all of the information for the trailer can be entered.
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Please note that the legend at the bottom of this page will help indicate which fields are required for which purposes.
Once you have finished entering the information on the page, click the Save button at the top left. This will bring you to
the Trailer Details Page, which displays an overview of the trailer profile.

4.1.1 Entering License Plates for Trailer Profiles
Although you were given the option to add the license plate on the previous screen, if you did not do so you can add it
here using the Add License Plate to Trailer button. If the trailer has more than one license plate, you can also add
additional license plates to the trailer by clicking this button again, but this is not recommended for trailer profiles that
might be used on ACI eManifests because it would not be compatible with ACI eManifest requirements. Because only one
license plate is allowed for trailers on ACI eManifests, you would need to enter two separate trailers in this situation.

4.2 Maintaining Existing Trailer Profiles
To manage your existing trailer profiles, bring up the Trailer Search Page by selecting 'Search Trailer' from the Manage
Data menu.
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By default this page will display a list of all trailer profiles for your account, so right away it can be handy if you are looking
to check which trailers you have already entered. Using the search options can also be useful for this if you are
checking on a particular list of trailers.
If you want to update or view an existing trailer profile, you can access it from here by finding the trailer you want and
clicking View. This will bring you to the Trailer Details Page for that trailer. The search options are also useful for
narrowing it down to the trailer you are looking for if you have a lot of trailer profiles on your account.
If you want to delete an existing trailer profile, this can be done by finding the trailer you want and clicking Delete.
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5 Creating and Submitting a New ACE Manifest (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACE Manifest Software Guide.
This guide offers step by step instructions on creating a new ACE eManifest and submitting it to CBP using
BorderConnect ACE Manifest software. It assumes that you have an active software subscription with BorderConnect. If
you are not presently set up with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get you set up.
A video tutorial on creating ACE eManifest in BorderConnect.

5.1 Step 1
On the top menu bar, under 'ACE eManifests', select 'Start New ACE eManifest'.

5.2 Step 2
Enter the information on the Start New ACE Manifest Page, including your trip number, port of entry, ETA, driver, truck
and trailer, and click 'Save' when finished.
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5.3 Step 3
You will now be brought to the ACE Manifest Details Page. This is your opportunity to:
• Review the information that you have already entered to make sure it is correct. If you notice anything that needs
to be changed you can make corrections at this time.
• Enter additional trailers if applicable.
• Enter additional drivers if applicable.
• Enter passengers if applicable.
• Indicate that you have Instruments of International Traffic aboard. If you have IITs you must indicate that they are
loaded on the truck or trailer.
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5.4 Step 4
Add a shipment to your manifest. If you are not crossing empty, and have freight other IIT, you are required to create a
shipment to report it. To add a shipment, click on the 'Create New Shipment' button located toward the bottom of the ACE
Manifest Details Page.
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5.5 Step 5
Enter the information on the Start New ACE Shipment Page and click the 'Save' when finished.

5.6 Step 6
You will now be brought to the ACE Shipment Details Page. It's time to select the shipper for this shipment by using
'Quick Assign Shipper' for shippers that you've used before or 'Assign Shipper' to enter a new one. If you have already
quick assigned your shipper on the previous page, you can skip this step.

5.7 Step 7
Select the consignee for this shipment by using 'Quick Assign Consignee' for consignees that you've used before or
'Assign Consignee' to enter a new one. If you have already quick assigned your consignee on the previous page, you can
skip this step.
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5.8 Step 8
Add the commodity. To do so click on 'Create Commodity'.

5.9 Step 9
Enter the information on the Add/Edit Commodity for ACE Shipment Page. When you have entered all the required
fields, click 'Save'.

5.10 Step 10
If you have any additional commodity information for this shipment that is not covered by your previous entry, you may
click 'Back to Shipment' to return to the ACE Shipment Details Page in order to add additional commodities to the
shipment. Otherwise, this shipment is complete. Please note that it is usually recommended to provide a general
description, total quantity and weight that covers all of the goods on the shipment at once, rather than entering multiple
commodities separately.
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5.11 Step 11
Click 'Back to ACE eManifest' to return to the ACE eManifest Details Page.

5.12 step 12
If you have additional shipments to add to the manifest, repeat steps 4 - 11. Please note that all shipments on the truck
must be accounted for on one manifest.

5.13 Step 13
Transmit the manifest to CBP. If your manifest is complete with all shipments entered you are ready to send it to CBP.
To do so, under 'Send to CBP' select 'Send Complete eManifest'. The 'Current Status' should update from 'Draft' to
'Transmitted to CBP' and you should see the send request for the manifest listed on your History/Status Messages.

5.14 Step 14
Check back to verify that the manifest is accepted by CBP. Response times vary but the average seems to be around
1 minute. It is important to come back to your manifest to make sure that it was received and accepted by Customs. You
can do so either by leaving the manifest page open and using your browser's refresh button, or by looking up the manifest
on the ACE Manifest Search Page and selecting 'View'. The system will also leave a link to the last manifest and
shipment that you viewed, which allows you to easily return if you need to access another part of the system. Once your
manifest is accepted, the 'Current Status' will update to 'Complete Manifest On File with CBP' and you will see an
accepted response for the trip listing the appropriate number of shipments. This means your manifest is now accepted
and on file with CBP.

5.15 Step 15
Verify that all PAPS and QP In-Bond shipments aboard are cleared by the customs broker. The broker's entry numbers
will show in your History/Status Messages. The trip's 'Current Status' will update to Complete Manifest and Entry
Numbers On File with CBP once all PAPS and QP In-Bonds listed on the trip are cleared by the broker.
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6 Correcting Rejected ACE Manifests (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACE Manifest Software Guide.
How to Amend and Cancel an ACE Manifest in BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on correcting an ACE eManifest that has received a reject response from CBP using
BorderConnect ACE Manifest software. If rejected there will be a CBP Response under your History/Status Messages
showing a reject and the reason for it. In order to resolve the problem, you will need to locate that reject response, and
follow the specific instructions for that reject.
This guide is not intended to replace BorderConnect support. It may be that a combination of rejects or events create a
situation for which the solution is too complicated to elaborate on here. This will only cover the basics of what each
rejection message means, and the solution to the simple situations where it might be encountered.

6.1 Shipment Already On File
Example
CBP
CBP
CBP
CBP

Response:
Response:
Response:
Response:

Man Returned to Preliminary, Trip [ABCD028321]
Shipment Already on File, Shipment [ABCD0092355]
XXXX Bill Rejected XXXX, Shipment [ABCD0092355]
Shipments Rejected [1], Shipments Accepted [0] for Complete Manifest

This is a reject that comes up when one of the shipments on your manifest is already in CBP's system. They are saying
that you can't submit the manifest with this shipment on it because they already have that shipment. The reject will tell you
which shipment is causing the problem. In this example it is the shipment control number ABCD0092355.
• A common occurrence of this reject is when you change the trip number or date on a manifest and then resend it.
CBP will view it as a new manifest but will reject it because the shipment is still listed on the manifest with the
original trip number or date. To correct the reject in this situation, you will need to select Cancel Completed
eManifest under Send to CBP, and wait for them to accept your cancellation. Then change your trip number or
date back to the original, and again Cancel Completed eManifest to clear out the original manifest you sent from
CBP's system. Once that second cancel has been accepted, you are free to change the manifest back to the
desired trip number or date and Send Completed eManifest.
• Another common occurrence is when you have sent a shipment as an unassociated shipment, and then sent a
complete manifest with that shipment on it. The solution in this case is to select Cancel Completed eManifest
under Send to CBP from the manifest as well as selecting Detach Shipment Message for the shipment, and once
that is processed, select Cancel Shipment Message. Both options can be found from Shipment Only Send to
CBP that's located inside the shipment. These will clear out both the rejected manifest and the unassociated
shipment. Once both cancels receive an accepted response, you can Send Completed eManifest.
• This reject may occur if you have used this shipment control number on a different manifest, and then moved it to
this one without cancelling and submitting the original manifest. If this is the case you will need to cancel this
manifest as well as the original manifest using the option Cancel Completed eManifest under Send to CBP, you
will also need to send a Detach Shipment Message under Shipment Only Send to CBP and then send a Cancel
Shipment Message after that. Then resubmit them both using Send Completed eManifest.
• If none of the above apply, this reject probably means that the shipment control number for your shipment has
been used in the past. If this is the case, you will need to cancel the manifest using the option Cancel Completed
eManifest under Send to CBP, then update your shipment control number, and resend the manifest using the
option Send Completed eManifest.

6.2 Shipment Not On File
Example
CBP
CBP
CBP
CBP

Response:
Response:
Response:
Response:

Manifest Rejected, Trip [ABCD009616]
Shipment Not On File, Shipment [ABCD474439]
XXXX Bill Rejected XXXX, Shipment [ABCD474439]
Shipments Failed Amend [1], Shipments Sucessfully Amended [0] for Amendment Request

This is a reject that means that the shipment you are trying to amend or cancel is not currently in the system. The reject
will tell you which shipment is causing the problem. In this example the shipment control number ABCD474439 is the one
that CBP shows not on file or deleted.
This reject comes up most frequently when you change the shipment control number of a manifest that is already on file,
and then try to Amend Completed eManifest so that it updates with CBP. This is not the proper procedure for changing a
shipment control number though, because CBP will view this not as a change to the shipment control number but as an
attempt to update a shipment they don't have yet.
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It is also common to see this reject when you add a shipment to the manifest and Amend Completed eManifest. Again
this will fail because CBP will view it not as an addition but an attempt to update a shipment they don't have yet.
The solution to this reject when you've encountered it for the above two reasons is to first cancel the manifest using the
option Cancel Completed eManifest under Send to CBP, wait for the cancel to be accepted by CBP, then resend the
manifest using the option Send Complete eManifest. This will clear out the original manifest you submitted and replace it
with the current version as you have it in BorderConnect.
It's also possible to encounter this reject when you've sent a Cancel Shipment Message or Attach Shipment Message
using the Shipment Only Send to CBP. Because those are advanced options, it would be best to call BorderConnect
support if you're not sure how to proceed after a reject there.

6.3 Manifest Already On File, Do Not Resend
Example
CBP Response: Manifest Already On File, Do Not Resend, Trip [ABCD002001]
CBP Response: Manifest Rejected, Trip [ABCD002001]
CBP Response: Shipments Rejected [1], Shipments Accepted [0] for Complete Manifest

This is a reject that basically means that your manifest cannot be accepted again because it is already on file. They're
saying "we already have this, you can't send it again." It most commonly occurs when a manifest that you've previously
sent to CBP is then sent again. Your response to this reject will depend on your situation:
• If you resent your manifest because you made changes to it and wanted to update the manifest with CBP, you
should now send an amendment. Under Send to CBP, select Amend Completed eManifest. This will allow CBP to
see your updates. Please note also that amendments are the correct way to update your manifest with CBP.
Resending a manifest that is already accepted will always result in this error.
• If you resent your manifest by mistake, and had not made any changes to it, you do not need to take any action to
correct it. CBP still has your manifest from the first time it was sent, and the reject is only for the resend.
• If this is the first time you've sent this manifest and you receive this response, i.e. it is not a resend, it means that
the trip number has already been used. This may be because the manifest was set up in another system, such as
the CBP Portal or through another service provider. In this case you can either use the manifest prepared in that
system or have it cancelled from there before resending it in BorderConnect. Or if you determine that the trip
number is being used for a different load, you will need to assign a new trip number.
It could also be that the trip was set up previously in BorderConnect, then the trip number was changed but that
change was not processed by CBP. In this case you are best to contact our support to help you determine where
it was used so that it can be cancelled out properly.

6.4 Incorrect Harmonized #
Example
CBP
CBP
CBP
CBP

Response:
Response:
Response:
Response:

Man Returned to Preliminary, Trip
XXXX Bill Rejected XXXX, Shipment
Incorrect Harmonized #, Commodity
Shipments Rejected [1], Shipments

[ABCD18245]
[ABCD0012120]
[Frog Suits]
Accepted [0] for Complete Manifest

Incorrect harmonized # is a reject that comes up when you enter an invalid Harmonized Code (HS code) for an ACE
In-Bond shipment on your manifest. The reject message will tell you which shipment is causing the problem, and which
commodity on that shipment. In our example, the shipment control number ABCD0012120 has the invalid HS code and it
is on the commodity Frog Suits. To correct it you will need to edit the commodity for that shipment, and update the
Harmonized Code to the valid HS code for that commodity, in 6 digit format. Once that is done, return to your manifest
and select Cancel Completed eManifest under Send to CBP. Once the cancellation is accepted, select Send Completed
eManifest.

6.5 Invalid Trailer ACE ID
Example
CBP
CBP
CBP
CBP

Response:
Response:
Response:
Response:

Man Returned to Preliminary, Trip [ABCD0015064]
XXXX Bill Rejected XXXX, Shipment [ABCD0035711]
Invalid Trailer ACE ID, Trailer [0108]
Shipments Rejected [1], Shipments Accepted [0] for Complete Manifest

This is a reject that comes up when a trailer on your manifest has an ACE id entered that is not valid in CBP's system. It
will tell you which trailer has the invalid ACE id in the reject, in our example it is trailer 0108. In order to correct the reject,
you will need edit the trailer profile. You will want to either check that the ACE id that is in there is valid so you can update
it, or remove the ACE id from the profile entirely.
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Once the trailer profile is updated, you can return to your manifest and choose the option Cancel Completed eManifest
under Send to CBP. This will clear out the rejected manifest. Once the cancel comes back accepted, you can resend the
manifest using the option Send Completed eManifest.

6.6 Inv Travel Doc Number
Example
CBP Response: Manifest Rejected, Trip [ABCD1933]
CBP Response: Inv Travel Doc Number
CBP Response: Shipments Rejected [1], Shipments Accepted [0] for Complete Manifest

The Invalid Travel Document Number reject always refers to a FAST card number that is not valid in ACE. This could be
because it has been entered incorrectly in your driver profile, in which case you can resolve the issue by verifying the
driver's FAST ID, updated the profile in BorderConnect, and resending your manifest using the option 'Send Complete
eManifest' under Send to CBP.
If the FAST card number was already correct in BorderConnect, it means that your FAST card is either not activated or is
for some other reason not valid in ACE. To resolve the issue, the driver will need to activate the FAST card through the
GOES website or contact GOES support to resolve the issue. Depending on how quickly the FAST card activation or
support can be taken care of, it may be necessary to temporarily remove the FAST card from the driver's profile and enter
in the full information for a non-FAST driver. You can then resend the manifest. It's highly recommended to re-enter the
FAST card number once the FAST issue is resolved though, as technically FAST approved drivers are required to be
reported in ACE.

6.7 Invalid Driver/Passenger ACE ID
Example
CBP Response: Manifest Rejected, Trip [ABCD000469]
CBP Response: Invalid Driver/Passenger ACE ID, Driver [JOHN DOGGETT]
CBP Response: Shipments Rejected [1], Shipments Accepted [0] for Complete Manifest

This is a reject that comes up when a driver on your manifest has an ACE id entered that is not valid in CBP's system. It
will tell you which driver has the invalid ACE id in the reject, in our example it is the driver John Doggett. In order to
correct the reject, you will need edit the driver profile. You will want to either check that the ACE id that is in there is valid
so you can update it, or remove the ACE id from the profile entirely. If you choose to remove the ACE id you should make
sure to follow the instructions to ensure that the driver profile is ready for use on ACE eManifests.
Once the driver profile is updated, you can return to your manifest and choose the option Send Completed eManifest
under Send to CBP.

6.8 Invalid Filing Status
Example
CBP
CBP
CBP
CBP

Response:
Response:
Response:
Response:

Invalid Filing Status, Trip [ABCD46121]
Manifest Rejected, Trip [ABCD46121]
Inv Amend Code for Trip, Truck [AR1234 ON]
Shipments Failed Amend [1], Shipments Sucessfully Amended [0] for Amendment Request

Invalid filing status is a reject that comes up when you try to amend a manifest that is in preliminary status, usually
because it was previously rejected for another reason. If a manifest is in preliminary status, you will need clear it out of
CBP's system before resending. To do so, select the option Cancel Completed eManifest under Send to CBP. Once the
cancel comes back accepted, you can Send Completed eManifest. Please note that if you have not already addressed
the reason that the manifest was originally rejected, you will want to do so before resending.

6.9 No Person in Charge
Example
CBP Response: No Person in Charge, Trip [ABCD15920]
CBP Response: Manifest Rejected, Trip [ABCD15920]
CBP Response: Shipments Failed Amend [1], Shipments Sucessfully Amended [0] for Amendment Request

No person in charge is a reject that comes up because none of the drivers on the manifest are designated as person in
charge. On your manifest, each driver will be designated as either Crew Member or Person in Charge. It is not necessary
for the person in charge to be the one driving when the truck arrives at the border, but one must be selected.
To resolve this reject, click the Change link for the driver that you want to designate as person in charge, and then use the
drop down selection for Driver's Role on Trip to update it to Person in Charge. Once finished, click Save and then Back to
ACE eManifest. You can then select Send Completed eManifest under Send to CBP to retransmit your manifest, or
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Amend Completed Manifest if you got this reject while trying to amend an existing manifest.

6.10 No Reason Specified
Example
CBP Response: Manifest Rejected, Trip [ABCD0025]
CBP Response: Shipments Rejected [1], Shipments Accepted [0] for Complete Manifest

Not to be confused with other reject messages! Many rejects will also display the "Manifest Rejected" message, but
others will include a reason for the reject on another line. The description here is only for a reject in which no reason is
specified, and you only get these two lines as part of your response.
There are 3 main reasons known for a manifest to be rejected with no reason specified:
• The ETA date is too far in the future. Accidentally setting the date a month or even a year too far in the future is
not uncommon. CBP will reject the manifest and not specify that the date is the cause. To correct this problem
simply update your ETA date to the correct date (must not be more than 30 days in advance) and Send Complete
eManifest again.
• There is a reject on the trailer and there are no shipments on the manifest. Normally, if a part of the trailer profile
is rejected, the reason will be part of the reject message. When there are no shipments though (e.g. empty truck
or IIT manifests) the CBP response does not specify the reason for the rejection. If you have already checked that
the ETA is not the problem, it's a good idea to check out your trailer profile to see if there's anything there that
doesn't belong. To do so, click the 'View' link on the trailer on your manifest to bring up trailer details. Most often
the culprit will be an invalid ACE ID. A space or dash in the license plate could also cause the reject. You can
click the Edit Trailer button to remove the ACE ID or invalid license plate characters and hit Save when finished.
You can then return to your manifest and Send Complete eManifest.
• You are trying to attach a shipment to a manifest and there is a port mismatch. This only comes up for advanced
users. CBP will reject the Attach Shipment Message if you're trying to attach to an arrived manifest for which the
port of entry does not match the port where the manifest was placed in arrived status by CBP. e.g. The manifest
was set up for Detroit and the driver arrived in Port Huron. CBP updates the manifest to arrived status. If you
were to try to attach a shipment to the manifest it will fail because of the port mismatch. In order to resolve the
issue, you will need to do an amendment to update the manifest's port to match the actual port of arrival before
trying to Attach Shipment Message again.
CBP will also reject an Attach Shipment Message (or inbond linking attempt) for an In-Bond shipment if the port of
arrival does not match the inbond port of entry. To resolve this issue you will need to either update the manifest's
port of arrival or the port specified on the bond, depending on which one is incorrect. You can then try to attach or
link the bond again.
Please note these are both very advanced use cases and it is recommended to call BorderConnect Support for
assistance.

6.11 Trip Number Does Not Exist
Example
CBP Response: Trip Number does not Exist, Trip [ABCD00122012]
CBP Response: Manifest Rejected, Trip [ABCD00122012]
CBP Response: Shipments Failed Delete [1], Shipments Deleted [0] for Delete Request

Trip number does not exist is a reject that comes up when you try to send a cancel request or amend a manifest that is
not in CBP's system. e.g. you send a cancel for a manifest but that manifest was never sent in the first place. A common
occurrence for this reject is if you were to edit a trip number or ETA date in BorderConnect and send an amend for it. This
will not be successful because CBP will not be able to tell what the trip number or date was that you are trying to update.
• If you encounter this reject when you were trying to cancel a manifest, you should not need to do anything else
because the response confirms that it is not on file with CBP. It is now free to be left cancelled or modified and
resent.
• If you encounter this reject when you were trying to change something other than trip number date, the rejected
manifest will need to be sent instead. i.e. under Send to CBP select Send Completed eManifest.
• If you were trying to change your trip number or ETA date, you should set the trip number or date back to what it
was originally, and follow the procedures in for making those changes in the changes guide.
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7 Updating or Correcting an Accepted ACE Manifest (ACE
Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACE Manifest Software Guide.
How to Amend and Cancel an ACE Manifest in BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on making updates or corrections to an ACE eManifest using BorderConnect ACE
Manifest software. It assumes that your manifest is already submitted and on file with CBP using BorderConnect ACE.
The procedure for changing your manifest will depend on what part of your manifest you need to change. While it is
possible to process most types of changes using an amendment, a few types of changes will need to be processed using
different steps.
For all types of changes, you will first want to bring up your manifest by using the ACE Manifest Search Page and clicking
View.

7.1 Amendments
Most types of changes to your manifest can be done using this procedure. The exceptions are changing your trip number,
changing the date portion of your ETA, changing your shipment control number, adding a shipment or removing a
shipment. For instructions on making those changes, please refer to the section below on Cancelling and Resubmitting.
1. Make the change to the manifest in BorderConnect. If you are changing more than one of these things, you
should complete all of them before moving on to the next step.
♦ Changes to port of arrival or ETA (NOT including date) can be made using the Edit button near the top
left of the page. Once the changes are made clicking Save will update the manifest in BorderConnect.

♦ Changes to the truck, trailer, drivers or passengers can be made by clicking the Remove link on each
to remove them from the manifest if desired, and Quick Assign Truck, Quick Assign Trailer, Quick Assign
Driver and Assign Passenger to add new ones to the manifest.
♦ Changes to seal numbers can be made by clicking the View link on the trailer or truck, depending on
where the seals are located. From there you can add, remove or edit the seals. Once finished, you should
use the Back to ACE eManifest button.
♦ IIT Status can be added to the truck or trailer by mousing over the Set IIT Status button and selecting the
appropriate exemption. One can be removed by clicking the Remove IIT Status link on the truck or trailer.
♦ Changes to shipper, consignee or commodity information can be made by clicking the View link for the
shipment, which will bring you inside the shipment. From there, you can use the Remove from Shipment
link on the shipper or consignee you want to change, then Assign or Quick Assign the new one. The Edit
link can be used instead if you want to fix a mistake. Similarly, you can update commodity information by
using the Edit link for the commodity, or click Create Commodity to add an additional commodity to the
shipment.
♦ Changes to shipment type can be made by clicking the View link for the shipment, and using the Edit
button inside the shipment. Once you've changed your Shipment Type, click the Save button, then use
the Back to ACE eManifest to return to the manifest details page.
2. Transmit the changes to CBP. Now that the changes have been made in BorderConnect, CBP will require an
amendment to see them. Use the option Amend Completed eManifest under Send to CBP to transmit your
changes to customs.

3. Verify that the amendment gets accepted by CBP. Sending your amendment will have updated your Current
Status to Transmitted to CBP. When the amendment is accepted, the status will revert back to Complete Manifest
On File with CBP or Complete Manifest and Entry Numbers On File with CBP and you will see an accepted
response under the ACE eManifest History.
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7.2 Cancelling and Resubmitting
To change your trip number, the date portion of your ETA, your shipment control number, or to add or remove a shipment,
you will need to cancel and resubmit instead of amending. You won't have to re-enter the manifest in BorderConnect, the
cancel just takes it out of CBP's system. Please note the changes in this section can only be made prior to the driver's
arrival at the border.
1. Cancel the manifest with CBP. This must be done before you make any changes to the trip number or date so
that CBP knows which manifest you are trying to cancel. Under Send to CBP, select the option Cancel Completed
eManifest.
2. Make sure CBP accepts the cancel request that you sent. When the cancel is accepted by CBP, the status will
change to Cancelled Manifest and you will see an accepted response in the ACE eManifest History.
3. Make your changes in BorderConnect.
♦ Changes to the trip number or date can be made using the Edit button near the top left of the page. Once
you've made the changes, clicking Save will return you to the manifest details page.
♦ Changes to your shipment control numbers can be made by clicking the View link for the shipment, and
using the Edit button inside the shipment. Once you've changed your shipment control number, click the
Save button, then use the Back to ACE eManifest to return to the manifest details page.
♦ If you need to add a shipment, you can do so now by clicking the Create New Shipment button located
under the driver section on the manifest details page. You will then need to complete the full information
for the shipment. Once it is completed, click the Back to ACE eManifest button.
♦ If you need to remove a shipment, you can do so now by clicking the Detach link on the shipment if you'd
like to use it on a different manifest, or detach it entirely.
4. Resend the manifest to CBP. Under Send to CBP, select the option Send Complete eManifest.
5. Verify that the manifest is accepted. The manifest status will update to Complete Manifest On File with CBP or
Complete Manifest and Entry Numbers On File with CBP and you will see an accepted response under the ACE
eManifest History.

7.3 Detaching and Attaching Shipments
In early 2022, U.S. CBP modernized the ACE system, and this included changes to some procedures. A new change
involves sending detach and attach messages to move shipments to other Manifests. In a scenario where a user must
move a shipment from one accepted ACE Manifest to another accepted ACE Manifest, here are the steps to take in most
cases:
First cancel both ACE Manifests by selecting Cancel Complete eManifest under Send To CBP.
Once both manifests are canceled, go into the shipment of the manifest you'd like to remove the shipment from, and
under Shipment Only Send to CBP click Detach Shipment Message. After the detach has been processed, follow that
with a Cancel Shipment Message and wait for the shipment to get canceled.

Then, detach the shipment from the ACE Manifest, and then assign it to the new ACE Manifest.
On the new ACE Manifest, where the shipment is now attached go to Send To CBP and click Send Complete eManifest,
and the manifest will most likely get accepted shortly after.
This procedure is also helpful if you'd like to remove or attach shipments from or to Arrived ACE Manifests. In cases
where an already accepted shipment must be attached to an Arrived ACE Manifest for example an Attach Shipment
Message must also be transmitted once the new ACE Shipment is assigned to the arrived manifest.
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8 Updating or Correcting an Arrived ACE Manifest (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACE Manifest Software Guide.
This guide offers instructions on making updates or corrections to an arrived ACE eManifest using BorderConnect
ACE Manifest Software. It assumes that your manifest has already been put in arrived status by CBP, and that customs is
waiting for you to update your manifest before releasing the driver. It also assumes the manifest was prepared using
BorderConnect ACE.

The procedure for changing your manifest will depend on what part of your manifest you need to change. While it is
possible to process most types of changes using an amendment, a few types of changes will need to be processed using
different steps.
For all types of changes, you will first want to bring up your manifest by using the ACE Manifest Search Page and clicking
View.

8.1 Amendments
Most types of changes to your manifest can be done using this procedure. The exceptions are changing your trip number,
changing your shipment control number, adding a shipment or removing a shipment. Once the manifest has arrived, the
trip number is locked in and it will not be possible to change it by any means. For instructions on changing shipment
control number, or adding or removing a shipment, please refer to the section below on Shipment Only Send Requests.
1. Make the change to the manifest in BorderConnect. If you are changing more than one of these things, you
should complete all of them before moving on to the next step.
♦ Changes to port of arrival can be made using the Edit button near the top left of the page. Once the
changes are made clicking Save will update the manifest in BorderConnect.

♦ Changes to the truck, trailer, drivers or passengers can be made by clicking the Remove link on each
to remove them from the manifest if desired, and Quick Assign Truck, Quick Assign Trailer, Quick Assign
Driver and Assign Passenger to add new ones to the manifest.
♦ IIT Status can be added to the truck or trailer by mousing over the Set IIT Status button and selecting the
appropriate exemption. One can be removed by clicking the Remove IIT Status link on the truck or trailer.
♦ Changes to shipper, consignee or commodity information can be made by clicking the View link for the
shipment, which will bring you inside the shipment. From there, you can use the Remove from Shipment
link on the shipper or consignee you want to change, then Assign or Quick Assign the new one. The Edit
link can be used instead if you want to fix a mistake. Similarly, you can update commodity information by
using the Edit link for the commodity, or click Create Commodity to add an additional commodity to the
shipment.
♦ Changes to shipment type can be made by clicking the View link for the shipment, and using the Edit
button inside the shipment. Once you've changed your Shipment Type, click the Save button, then use
the Back to ACE eManifest to return to the manifest details page.
2. Transmit the changes to CBP. Now that the changes have been made in BorderConnect, CBP will require an
amendment to see them. Use the option Amend Completed Manifest under Send to CBP to transmit your
changes to customs.

3. Verify that the amendment gets accepted by CBP. Sending your amendment will have updated your Current
Status to Transmitted to CBP. When the amendment is accepted, the status will revert back to Truck Arrived at
Border and you will see an accepted response under the ACE Manifest History.
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8.2 Shipment Only Send Requests
This procedure is used to change your shipment control number, or to add or remove a shipment. Normally to make these
changes we would cancel the manifest and resubmit it, but because the manifest is in arrived status cancels are no longer
allowed by CBP, so we will need to use the Send to CBP options inside the shipment in order to update the manifest.

8.2.1 To Change a Shipment Control Number
1. Cancel the shipment with CBP. To do so click the View link for the shipment on the manifest, then select the
option Cancel Shipment Message under Shipment Only Send to CBP. It is important that this step is done before
you change the shipment control number, so that CBP knows which shipment you are trying to cancel.
2. Make sure CBP accepts the cancel request that you sent. When the cancel is accepted by CBP, you will see an
accepted response in the ACE eManifest History or the U.S. Shipment History.
3. Make your change to the shipment control number in BorderConnect. Click the Edit button inside the shipment to
do so. Once you've changed your shipment control number, click the Save button.
4. Resend the shipment to CBP. Under Shipment Only Send to CBP, select the option Send Unassociated
Shipment.
5. Make sure CBP accepts the unassociated shipment that you sent. When it is accepted by CBP, you will see an
accepted response in the ACE eManifest History or the U.S. Shipment History.
6. Let CBP know the shipment should be attached to your manifest. To do so select the option Attach Shipment
Message under Shipment Only Send to CBP.
7. Make sure CBP accepts the attach shipment message that you sent. You will need to use the Back to ACE
eManifest button to return to the manifest details page in order to see their response in the ACE eManifest
History. Once you see the response for a successful amendment to the shipment, the process is complete. CBP
will see the updated shipment control number on your manifest.

8.2.2 To Add a Shipment
1. Add the shipment to the manifest in BorderConnect, using the Create New Shipment button. You will need to
enter the full information for the shipment including shipper, consignee and commodity.
2. Send the shipment to CBP. Under Shipment Only Send to CBP, select the option Send Unassociated Shipment.
3. Make sure CBP accepts the unassociated shipment that you sent. When it is accepted by CBP, you will see an
accepted response in the ACE Manifest History or the U.S. Shipment History.
4. Let CBP know the shipment should be attached to your manifest. To do so select the option Attach Shipment
Message under Shipment Only Send to CBP.
5. Make sure CBP accepts the attach shipment message that you sent. You will need to use the Back to ACE
Manifest button to return to the manifest details page in order to see their response in the ACE Manifest History.
Once you see the response for a successful amendment to the shipment, the process is complete. CBP will see
the added shipment on your manifest.

8.2.3 To Remove a Shipment
1. Cancel the shipment with CBP. To do so click the View link for the shipment on the manifest, then select the
option Cancel Shipment Message under Shipment Only Send to CBP. It is important that this step is done before
you change the shipment control number, so that CBP knows which shipment you are trying to cancel.
2. Make sure CBP accepts the cancel request that you sent. When the cancel is accepted by CBP, you will see an
accepted response in the ACE Manifest History or the U.S. Shipment History.
3. You can optionally remove the shipment in BorderConnect. It has already been removed in CBP's system, so this
would only be necessary if you want it removed for your own reference or record keeping. You can do so by
clicking the Detach link on the shipment if you'd like to use it on a different manifest, or the Delete link if you'd like
it removed from the system entirely.
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9 ACE In Bond (CBP Shipment Type)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Shipment Type Guide.
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACE Manifest Software Guide.
How to create and submit an ACE In-Bond in BorderConnect.
This guide offers instructions on creating your own bonds in ACE using BorderConnect ACE Manifest software. It
assumes that you have an active ACE Manifest software subscription with BorderConnect. If you are not presently set up
with an account, please contact BorderConnect to get you set up. In order to be eligible to transport freight in bond into
the U.S., you must also be a bonded carrier. For more information on becoming a bonded carrier please see the
application form and instructions from CBP here.
Normally when moving goods in bond into the U.S., the bond information is submitted to CBP by a customs broker
through the Automated Broker Interface. This is known as a QP in-bond. But under ACE eManifest, you have the option
to submit the bond information yourself by supplying some extra information as part of your manifest. This is known as an
ACE in-bond.
If you do elect to create your own bonds, you must take into consideration factors such as whether your customer
requires you to go through their broker for bonds, or if a broker has already filed a bond for your shipment. It's important to
make sure that no other party is filing a bond for the same shipment.

9.1 New CBP In-Bond Requirements
On July 29th, 2019 CBP will be making changes to the in-bond process. See the CBP announcement here.[1][2]
Notable Changes To The In-Bond Process
1. Electronic reporting of in-bond arrival and export is mandatory. CBP will no longer accept a paper 7512 copy of
the in-bond to perform arrival and export functionality. Electronic reporting must be conducted through a CBP
approved EDI system.
2. In-bond arrival or export must be reported within 2 business days of the event.
3. In-bond diversions must also be requested electronically rather than making the request to the CBP port.
4. A FIRMS code is now required in order to report the arrival of the in-bond.
5. Carriers have a standard 30 day maximum transit time for all modes of transport except pipeline and barge
traffic.
6. Elimination of the paper 7512 document. (But as there are numerous exceptions to this rule, it is recommended
that a paper 7512 still be produced and used as in the past in case it is required.)

9.2 Getting Started
The first thing you'll want to do is obtain in-bond entry numbers, which are unique numbers provided by CBP that must be
assigned to each bond. To obtain in-bond entry numbers, you can contact BorderConnect consulting or you will need to
contact the CBP port that you usually cross at and ask for the in-bond desk. CBP port contact numbers can be found
here. You will be issued a range of in-bond numbers, along with instructions.
Once you have been issued the in-bond entry numbers, it is highly recommended to create your sequences in
BorderConnect to track them.

9.3 Preparing Your In-Bond Shipment
You can being by starting your ACE eManifest as normal. When you reach the point where you begin your shipment,
select "Ace In-Bond" for the Shipment Type. You will still be required to supply a unique Shipment Control Number.
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Once you click Save, you will notice a section on the ACE Shipment Details Page that does not normally appear: the
Inbond Information section. On the top right of that section, click the Assign In-bond Information button.

This will bring you to a separate page where most of the information for the in-bond request can be entered. Please note
the legend will help indicate which fields are required in which circumstances.
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In-Bond Entry Type
The type of in-bond movement that you are requesting. "Immediate Transportation" allows for delivery to a
bonded location such as a warehouse or CBP-controlled port, and "Transportation and Exportation" (T & E)
allows for goods moving through the United States destined for another country. Normally the In-Bond Entry Type
is determined by the customer rather than the carrier. That being said, you will be responsible for the export of the
goods from the United States if the the type is T & E, even if you won't be taking the goods out of the U.S.
yourself.
The bond In-Bond Entry Type "Immediate Export" is not currently supported in BorderConnect.
Paperless In-Bond Number
Normally left blank. Not used by highway carriers.
Paper In-Bond Number
An in-bond entry number supplied by CBP. Should be 9 digits and only used once.
U.S. In-Bond Destination
The inland CBP port that the goods will be moving in bond to. This can't be the same as your port of arrival, it
must be the "far side" U.S. destination of the bond. Typing the name of the U.S. city here will bring up the port to
select.
Foreign In-Bond Destination
Should only be used if the In-Bond Entry Type is "Transporation and Exportation". Otherwise leave blank. This is
where the goods will be shipped once they leave the United States. Typing the name of the foreign destination
will bring it up to select.
Onward Carrier SCAC
Used to indicate the SCAC of another carrier taking responsibility for the movement. Normally left blank.
Bonded Carrier IRS#
Your IRS number that CBP has associated with your status as a bonded carrier. Once you have entered your IRS
number, the system will remember it for next time so that you only need to begin typing it to bring it up. Please
note that you can manage which IRS numbers are stored in the system under the Manage Data menu by
selecting "ACE Bonded Carrier IRS Numbers".
Estimated U.S. Departure Date
Should only be used if the In-Bond Entry Type is "Transportation and Exportation". Otherwise leave blank. This is
the date that the goods are expected to leave the United States.
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Subject to FDA
Used to indicate if the goods require FDA prior notice.
Once you have completed the Inbond Information, click Save. You should be able to enter the shipper and consignee
information as normal.
Next click on 'Create Commodity'. You'll notice some fields that don't normally appear on the commodity page.

For all types of bonds, you will be required to enter the dollar value (in USD) of the shipment. For bonds of type
"Transportation and Exportation" you will also need to enter the Harmonized Code, which is the first 6 digits of the
commodity's harmonized tariff schedule classification. The harmonized code should be entered in 6 digit format, without
decimals. Please note that if you can't locate the harmonized code on your paperwork, it's highly recommended that you
consult with your client or their broker as classification can be difficult and requires training. Country of origin is not a
required field for any type of bond.
Once you've completed your commodity and hit Save, your bond is complete. Your bond will be created automatically in
ACE when you submit your complete ACE eManifest.
If you or your customers require a printed copy of the bond, you can generate one from the ACE Shipment Details Page
of your shipment using the "Print CBP Form 7512" button.
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9.4 Reporting In-Bond Arrival
How to arrive In-Bond shipments in BorderConnect.
When your bonded shipment first entered the US and was allowed to proceed, this began the In-Bond movement. The
bond was opened. The below message in your eManifest history indicates a bond being opened when the shipment is
cleared to proceed in bond at the Port of Entry.
In-Bond Movement Authorized

In-bond Movement Authorized; bill of lading open: Shipment [AAAA6575589], Quantity [4320], Entry Number [123456789

Once your bonded shipment has arrived at its final In-Bond destination in the US, you will need to report its arrival to CBP
within 48 hours to close out or "cancel" the bond. Using BorderConnect, you can report the arrival electronically by
bringing up the ACE Shipment Details Page for the in-bond shipment and selecting the option Send In-Bond Arrival
Message under Shipment Only Send to CBP. You will be prompted to enter the FIRMS Code of the bonded warehouse
and the date and time that the freight arrived. Within a minute or so you should receive a response indicated that the bond
is now in arrived status.

In the ACE Shipment Details Page using the drop-down menu at the top Shipment Only Send to CBP.

The Send In-Bond Arrival Message page allows the user to enter the required details of the bond before transmitting the
arrival message to CBP.
FIRMS Code
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Used to search for the FIRMS Code of the destination. The user can search by the four character FIRMS (bonded
warehouse) code, the name, or the address.

• As of August, 6th, 2018 FIRMS Codes are required when transmitting In Bond arrival messages to CBP. The
feature works similarly to other fields in BorderConnect that use the quick-assign feature.
In Bond Arrival Date
Used to let CBP know which date the bonded shipment arrived at the warehouse location.
In Bond Arrival Time
Used to let CBP know at what time the bonded shipment arrived at the warehouse location.
Sending In-Bond Arrival Message
In-Bond Arrival message for Shipment [AAAA6575589] Port [4320], Arrival Date [04/25/2017 09:00 PM] sent to CBP by

CBP Response of In-Bond Arrival
Arrival of in-bond - bill of lading: Shipment [AAAA6575589], Quantity [4320], Entry Number [123456789]

For in-bond shipments of type "Immediate Transportation" this is all that's necessary to close the bond.

9.5 Exporting an In-Bond Shipment
For in-bond shipments of type "Transportation and Exportation" you may also need to report the export in the same way.
First you'll need to make sure that the bond is already in arrived status, and of course you need to be sure that the export
has already physically taken place. You can then report the export by selecting the option Send In-Bond Export Message.

Using the Shipment Only Send to CBP drop down, select Send In-Bond Export Message
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In Bond Export Date
Used to let CBP know which date the bonded shipment left the US.
In Bond Export Time
Used to let CBP know at what time the bonded shipment left the US.
As above, you'll be prompted to enter the date and time, and should receive a message back to indicate that the bond is
in exported status.
Exporting a Transportation and Exportation Bond
Export of in-bond - bill of lading: Shipment [AAAA040329], Quantity [2040]

Once this message is received from CBP, this confirms that the bond is closed and the bonded shipment is en route to its
foreign destination.

9.6 In-Bond Flowchart
The chart below provides a visual representation of how bonds work with U.S. Customs and Border Protection.

1. ? https://www.cbp.gov/border-security/ports-entry/cargo-control/bond/bond-regulatory-changes-faqs
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2. ?
https://csms.cbp.gov/viewmssg.asp?Recid=23669&page=&srch_argv=18-000466&srchtype=all&btype=&sortby=&sby=
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10 U.S. In-Bond Manager)
This article is part of the BorderConnect Software User Guide.
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACE Manifest Software Guide.
This article is part of the BorderConnect U.S. In-Bond Manager Guide.
How to create and track ACE In-Bond sequences in BorderConnect.
The ACE In-Bond Sequence Search Page is where the user can create and manage sequences of In-Bond entry
numbers assigned to them from CBP and entered into BorderConnect ACE Manifest software or U.S. In-Bond Manager.
There are many search options available. By default, the search will display in-bond sequences chronologically. The most
recent at the top.
BorderConnect's ACE In Bond Sequences feature is designed to automate some of the record-keeping of carriers who file
their own bonds in ACE eManifests or file QP In-Bonds using BorderConnect U.S. In-Bond Manager. Using this feature
will allow you to automatically:
• Generate the In Bond Entry Number check digit.
• Assign the next Entry Number in the sequence to each bond you create.
• Keep track of which Entry Number was used when, and with which Shipment Control Number.
• Generate a spreadsheet report detailing the usage of each Entry Number in the sequence.

Accessing ACE In-Bond Sequences from ACE eManifests menu option
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Accessing In-Bond Sequences from U.S. In-Bonds menu option
The ACE In-Bond Sequences/In-Bond Sequences page can be accessed from the ACE eManifests menu option, the
Manage Data menu option or from the U.S. In-Bonds menu option and selecting 'In-Bond Sequences'.

10.1 ACE Inbond Sequence Search Section
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This section allows the user to search for In-Bond sequences entered into BorderConnect previously. It is also the page
where the user can search by specific In-Bond entry numbers, or search by shipment control number to determine where
specific In-Bond numbers were used. By default it will display In-Bond sequences in a chronological sequence, starting
with the most recent sequence at the top. By altering the search options the user can search any In-Bond sequence ever
created in the system, filtering by whatever criteria desired.
Create New ACE Inbond Sequence
Used to create a new sequence of In-Bond entry numbers. Clicking on this button will bring the user to the Add
ACE Inbond Sequence Page.
Search Button
Used to search for In-Bond sequences. Once the desired search options have been entered, clicking on this
button will search for matching results and display them in the ACE Inbond Sequences Results section below.
Reset Button
Used to reset the search options to the default setting. Clicking on this button will set the Date Created Between
back to the default value, and will revert all other search options. The In-Bond sequences created within the last
week will then be displayed in the ACE Inbond Sequences Results Section below.
Clear Button
Used to clear all search options. Clicking on this button will set all search options to blank so the user can enter
new search options instead.

10.2 Add ACE Inbond Sequence
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This page allows the user to create a new sequence of In-Bond entry numbers assigned to them by CBP into
BorderConnect.
Sequence Start
Start of In-Bond number range assigned by CBP without check digit.
Sequence End
The final In-Bond number of the sequence assigned by CBP without the check digit.

10.3 View/Edit ACE Inbond Sequence

This page allows the user to edit the information of a sequence already entered into BorderConnect. If a mistake has
been made with the sequence, the user can change the information such as the sequence start, or the sequence end.
Below in the ACE Inbond Sequence History section, the user can see details on the usage of any In Bond Entry Numbers
that have been used (including the final check digit) in the system since the Sequence was created.
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11 Creating a Split Shipment (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACE Manifest Software Guide.
How to create master and split shipments using BorderConnect.
A Split Shipment occurs when a single PAPS entry with a single PAPS number is being taken across the border at
different times due to the size of the shipment.
It is not the responsibility of the carrier to determine if a load they are taking is a split shipment. The customs broker or
importer should inform the carrier when they are taking a load that is clearing under a split shipment.
The importer or customs broker will also have obtained special permission from the CBP port prior to set up the split
shipment PAPS entry.

11.1 Enabling Split Shipments In Company Settings
Before split shipments can be processed in BorderConnect ACE Manifest Software, you must first enable the option to do
split shipments in the company preferences page. To do this, when logged in, navigate to Account and select the option
Company Settings. Under the ACE Shipment Settings section, select "Yes" under the Allow ACE "Split Shipments".
Then click the save button at the top.

11.2 Creating the Master Shipment
First, the carrier must create the master shipment. The master shipment will be the total for all of the split shipment
segments. To create the master shipment, navigate to ACE eManifests and under the Shipments header, click Start New
ACE Shipment (Not Start New ACE eManifest). Enter the Shipment Control Number. The shipment control number will be
the PAPS number that the broker is using for the entry. Next, enter the shipper, consignee and then the commodity
information. When entering the commodity information it is import that quantity represents the total quantity (total piece
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count for example) of the entire quantity of all shipments. Each load taken will be subtracted for the total of the master
shipment, and when it reaches zero the master shipment will be acquitted and it will no longer be possible to take more
loads under this PAPS number.

Next, push the Save button and navigate to the top of the ACE Shipment Details using BorderConnect ACE Manifest
software page and hover over Shipment Only Send to CBP and select Send Unassociated Shipment. Once the shipment
has been accepted by CBP the split shipment segments can then be created.

11.3 Creating Manifests For Split Shipments
After the master shipment has been submitted and accepted in ACE by CBP, the carrier can then start creating the split
shipments. To create a split shipment segment, navigate to the ACE eManifests menu option and click Start New ACE
eManifest. Enter the ACE Manifest data such as a unique trip number, port, eta, and the truck, trailer and driver, then click
Save and Start New ACE Shipment. Now enter the master shipment control number. (You must use the same shipment
control number for all split shipment segments, and it must be the same shipment control number as the master
shipment). Then click the checkbox Split Shipment Segment. The shipper, consignee fields can be left blank. You will
then need to enter the quantity of this shipment segment in the Quantity box. The quantity of the split shipment segment
must be the quantity that is physically on that load. (Each shipment segment quantity must be it's own individual quantity,
and the total of all shipment segments must match the total of the master shipment). After you enter the shipment
segment quantity you will not have to enter the commodity information as that information is on the master shipment
originally submitted to CBP.
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Once the split shipment information has been entered, click save, then Back to eManifest. Once you're back at the
eManifest details page confirm that the shipment has a green light and it's set to a split shipment. Then navigate to the top
of the eManifest details page and hover over Send to CBP and select Send Complete eManifest.
In approximately 30-60 seconds the eManifest with the split shipment segment should be accepted and it's status at three
blue bars.
This process must be repeated for every split shipment segment until all of the shipment quantities are fulfilled.
If the split shipment quantities do not total to the master shipment quantity your manifest will be rejected.

11.4 Master Shipment vs. Split Shipment Segment
Master Shipment
Created as "Unassociated Shipment" with no eManifest
Created First
Total Quantity
Uses Same Shipment Control Number

Split Shipment
Created as "Split Shipment" within eManifest
Created Second
Partial Quantity
Uses Same Shipment Control Number

Below - A visual example showing the difference between the Master Shipment and the Split Shipment
Segments.
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11.5 Cancelling or Making A Change To A Master Shipment or Split Shipment
Changing the quantity on a split shipment
To change the quantity on a split shipment segment the user must first detach the shipment from the manifest.
Once the shipment is detached from the manifest, navigate to the top of the eManifest details page and hover
over Send to CBP and select 'Cancel Complete eManifest'. Once the ACE Manifest is canceled, find the detached
shipment. To attach the shipment back to the manifest navigate down on the eManifest details page and below
the driver on the right-hand side of the page click into the box with a magnifying glass icon that says "Quick
Assign Shipment". In that box start typing in the shipment control number. Once it brings up the previously
detached shipment, click it to re-attach it. Once the shipment is attached, click edit under the Actions column to
get into the shipment details. You can then change the quantity in the quantity box, then click Save.
Now navigate back to the ACE Manifest, by click 'Back to eManifest' at the top right of the shipment details page. Now
you can send your eManifest back to CBP by selecting "Send Complete eManifest" under the "Send to CBP" menu option
at the top of the page.
Removing a split shipment
To remove a split shipment, you will need to detach the shipment from the manifest using the detach link on the
right-hand side of the page. After the shipment is detached, send a "Cancel Complete eManifest" under the "Send
to CBP" menu option at the top of the eManifest details page.
Changing Master Shipment Control Number
To change the shipment control number of the Master shipment you will need to view the unassociated master
shipment. To view unassociated ACE shipments in BorderConnect navigate to the ACE eManifests menu option
at the top of the page. Then, click 'Search ACE Shipments'. Once on the Search ACE Shipments page you may
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see the shipment in the listing below. If you do not you can easily search for the Shipment Control Number. Once
you locate the Master Shipment, click view. Once inside the shipment details page navigate to the top under
'Shipment Only Send to CBP' and select 'Cancel Shipment Message'.
After the Master Shipment has been canceled, all of the ACE Manifests containing the split shipment segments must also
be canceled.
After the Master shipment and all split shipment segments have been canceled, you can then change the shipment
control number. To do this, navigate back to the unassociated master shipment using the 'Search ACE eManifests' menu
option. Once you're re-located the shipment, click edit. Then, change the shipment control number and click save and you
will be brought back to the shipment details page. At the top of the shipment details page hover over 'Shipment Only Send
to CBP' and click 'Send Unassociated Shipment'. Once the shipment is accepted by CBP the canceled ACE Manifests
with the split shipment segments can then be changed to match the new shipment control number. You would then send
each ACE Manifest containing each shipment segment using the 'Send Complete eManifest' option under the 'Send to
CBP' menu option.
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12 Shipment Types For ACE and ACI eManifest
This article is part of the BorderConnect Shipment Type Guide.
A Shipment Type, aka clearance type or release option, is the method by which goods being transported by a highway
carrier obtain Customs' permission to enter the country. In general, it is the responsibility of the importer or their agent
(broker) to select the shipment type. With very few exceptions, the carrier should not make a decision as to which
shipment type should be used, but instead rely on their client to supply them with those instructions. This guide offers
instructions on shipment types used within BorderConnect eManifest Software.
The most common shipment type for commercial goods entering Canada is PARS, in which goods obtain CBSA
clearance ahead of arrival at the border. Its counterpart for goods entering the U.S. is PAPS.

12.1 CBSA Shipment Types for ACI eManifest
The following shipment types are used for goods entering Canada via highway carrier:
• PARS - default shipment type for commercial goods entering Canada, allows pre-clearance of goods.
• In-Bond - allows for inland movement of goods that are not considered "released" by CBSA.
• CSA - special shipment type for parties enrolled in the CSA trusted trader program when all required conditions
are met.
• A49 Automotive Release - special shipment type used for shipping production automotive parts to Chrysler, Ford
and GM.
• ATA Carnet - typically used for commercial samples, professional equipment and goods for use at exhibitions and
fairs.
• E29B - type of temporary import
• Goods Astray - allows for the release of goods which were previously exported from the Canada.
• Paper RMD - allows importers to obtain release of goods prior to payment of duties and taxes by presenting
interim documentation, otherwise known as an RMD package.
• Paper B3 - used to account for imported goods, regardless of value, destined for commercial use in Canada.
• Personal Goods - used when non-commercial goods are transported by highway carriers.
• Orders In Council - used when goods are covered under an Order in Council granting exemption from normal
release methods.
• Master Provisional - used when the importer/owner or broker cannot establish a final value for duty of goods at
the time of importation.
• Automotive Line Release - special shipment type used for shipping new Ford, GM, Chrysler production vehicles
to dealerships in Canada.
• Value Included - used in the event additional goods are shipped to address a shortage in a shipped order.
• Military Goods - used when goods belonging or destined to the Canadian Department of National Defence being
transported by an authorized commercial carrier.

12.2 CBSA Cargo Exemptions for ACI eManifest
The following shipments are considered cargo exemptions for goods entering Canada via highway carrier:
• Instruments of International Trade (IIT) - used for empty racks and containers that cross the border in
international transportation.
• In-Transit - used when goods are moving from point-to-point travelling through the United States.
• Flying Truck - used when freight that was originally supposed to arrive in Canada by air instead arrives by truck.
• Courier Low Value Shipment - special shipment type only available to couriers transporting low value shipments.
• Postal Shipment - used to report shipments of mail moving from a foreign postal service to Canada Post.
• Emergency Repairs - used by Canadian carriers to report emergency repairs to commercial vehicles that occur
outside Canada.
• Empty ACI eManifest - Although not required at all ports, an empty conveyance can still be provided and is
recommended.

12.3 CBP Shipment Types for ACE Manifest
The following shipment types are used for goods entering the United States via highway carrier:
• PAPS - default shipment type for commercial goods entering the U.S., allows pre-clearance of goods
• QP In-Bond - allows for custom broker clearance for inland movement of goods that are not considered
"released" by CBP
• ACE In-Bond - allows for inland movement of goods that are not considered "released" by CBP in ACE Manifest.
• Section 321 - allows for import of goods valued under 800 USD
• Instruments of International Traffic (IIT) - used for empty racks and containers that cross the border in
international transportation
• ATA Carnet - allows for the temporary importation of goods into a country.
• BRASS - type of pre-clearance, can only be used by FAST-approved drivers
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• Personal Shipment - used when non-commercial goods are transported by highway carriers
• Free of Duty - used for duty-free merchandise not exceeding 2500 USD in value
• Returned American Products - allows for the release at the border of shipments consisting of products of the
United States being returned.
• Goods Astray - used for the return to the U.S. of refused or undeliverable shipments or goods brought into
Canada accidentally
• U.S. Department of Defense Shipment - cargo belonging to department of defense being transported by
commercial carrier
• International Mail - used to report shipments of mail moving from a foreign postal service to the U.S. Postal
Service
• Intangibles - used for the release of certain specific commodities including business records and articles returned
from space
• CBP Form 3461 (Entry/Immediate Delivery, aka Type 11) - regular PAPS entry submitted by a customs broker in
paper format rather than electronically. manifested by the carrier as a PAPS
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13 ACE Shipment CSV Upload Feature (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACE Manifest Software Guide.
How to import shipments into an ACE eManifest.
This guide provides instructions on how to upload a large volume of shipments into an ACE Manifest, using
BorderConnect's CSV upload feature in an ACE Manifest. The CSV upload feature is designed for users who have a
significant amount of shipments on a single trip and would like to avoid entering data separately for each shipment. A
common use case in ACE is used for Section 321 shipments.

13.1 Enabling Import Buttons
The first step is to enable the ability to upload shipments. By default, companies will have this option disabled. To enable
this option, once logged into BorderConnect, navigate to the top right corner and hover over the menu option Account,
and select Company Settings.

Within the Company Settings page navigate down to Display ACE Import Buttons under the section eManifest
Preferences. Once the option is selected to 'Yes', click 'Save' on the top left and your company has now enabled the
ability to upload shipments.
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13.2 CSV File Format
Before uploading your .csv file, you will need to download the .csv template file that BorderConnect provides here. The
headers in this file must remain intact and un-modified as they are required for the upload to be successful.
When saving your file, you will need to make sure that it is saved in CSV format, even if you are using a spreadsheet
program to edit the file. Only CSV file format can be used for this feature.

13.3 Field Specifications
13.3.1 SCN (Shipment Control Number)
• Unique identifier assigned to this shipment by the carrier.
• Starts with carrier's 4 letter SCAC code followed by unique reference number.
• Must be alpha-numeric with no spaces or special characters, letters must be upper case.
• Minimum length: 8 characters.
• Maximum length: 16 characters.
When entering Shipments Control Numbers into the CSV document, you can enter them manually OR you have the
option to use BorderConnect's system to automatically generate SCNs. To import shipments with automatically generated
shipment control numbers in sequential order enter your SCAC + the word AUTOFILL (ex. ZZZZAUTOFILL). Using the
autofill feature means that all SCNs must use the autofill feature. You cannot have a mix of autofill and non-autofill SCNs.

13.3.2 Shipment Type
• The type of U.S. Customs clearance for this shipment.
• Only the coded values listed in the table below can be used in this field.
Below are the valid Shipment Type values. E.g. for a Section 321 shipment, the value SECTION_321 must be entered.
(Please note that the shipment type values are case sensitive, and the upload will fail if it is not entered exactly as
specified below.)
Shipment Type
PAPS
Section 321
Section 321 with FDA Considerations

Value
PAPS
SECTION_321
SECTION_321_FDA
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QP In-Bond
Intangibles
Free of Duty (Customs Form 7523)
Returned American Products (Customs Form 3311)
Personal Shipment (Customs Form 3299)

QP_IN_BOND
INTANGIBLES
ATTACHED_CF7523
ATTACHED_CF3311
ATTACHED_CF3299

13.3.3 Province Of Loading
• The Canadian Province or Mexican State in which the shipment was picked up by the carrier.
• Must use the 2 letter code of the Canadian province or 3 letter code of the Mexican state.
E.g. For a shipment loading in British Columbia, you must use BC. For a shipment loading in Guerrero, you must use
GRO. State or province codes must be upper case.

13.3.4 Shipper
Name:
• The name of the shipper for this shipment.
• Minimum length: 1
• Maximum length: 60
Address:
• The street number and street name of the shipper for this shipment.
• Minimum length: 1
• Maximum length: 55
City:
• The city name of the shipper for this shipment.
• Minimum length: 1
• Maximum length: 30
State:
• The Canadian Province or Mexican State of the shipper for this shipment.
• Must use the 2 letter code of the Canadian province or 3 letter code of the Mexican state.
• State or province codes must be upper case.
Zip:
• The postal code of the shipper for this shipment.
• For Canadian postal codes, must be in the format "A1A1A1" or "A1A 1A1".
• For Mexican postal codes, must be in the format "12345".
• Letters must be upper case.

13.3.5 Consignee
Name:
• The name of the consignee for this shipment.
• Minimum length: 1
• Maximum length: 60
Address:
• The street number and street name of the consignee for this shipment.
• Minimum length: 1
• Maximum length: 55
City:
• The city name of the consignee for this shipment.
• Minimum length: 1
• Maximum length: 30
State:
• The American State of the consignee for this shipment.
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• Must use the 2 letter code of the American state code.
• State codes must be upper case.
Zip:
• The zip code of the consignee for this shipment.
• Must be in the format "12345" or "12345-6789"

13.3.6 Commodity
Description:
• A description of the goods in this shipment.
• Should use plain language and be sufficient to give officer good idea of what is being shipped.
• Generic descriptions such as "freight of all kinds" are not allowed by customs.
• Minimum length: 1
• Maximum length: 45
Value:
• The value of the commodity, in U.S. Dollars.
• Numeric only, with one decimal allowed. Must not include dollar sign, commas, etc.
• Only required when Shipment Type is Section 321 or Section 321 with FDA Considerations
• For Section 321 or Section 321 with FDA Considerations, the maximum value is 800.
• System will round to nearest whole number, or up to 1 if less than 1 before transmitting to customs.
Quantity:
• The quantity of the lowest external packaging unit. (e.g. if shipments consists of 100 pieces packaged in 5 boxes
sitting on 1 skid, the quantity should be entered as 5, because boxes are the lowest external packaging unit.)
• Numeric only, with no spaces or special characters. Decimal values not allowed.
Quantity Unit:
• The type of packaging for the commodity.
• Must use a 3 letter Package Type code from the table provided.
Below are the valid package types for the commodity. E.g. for Cartons, CTN must be entered.
(Please note that the package type values are case sensitive, and the upload will fail if it is not entered exactly as
specified below.)
Package Type
Bag
Bale
Barrel
Basket
Bin
Bing Chest
Box
Bucket
Bundle
Can
Can Case
Carboy
Carcass
Weight:

Value
BAG
BLE
BBL
BSK
BIN
BIC
BOX
BKT
BDL
CAN
CCS
CBY
CAR

Package Type
Carton
Case
Cask
Chest
Coil
Container Bulk Cargo
Cord
Crate
Cylinder
Drum
Dry Bulk
Gallon
Hamper

Value
CTN
CAS
CSK
CHS
COL
CBC
COR
CRT
CYL
DRM
DBK
GAL
HMP

Package Type
Heads of Beef
Keg
Lift Van
Liquid Bulk
Logs
Lugs
Package
Pail
Parcel
Pieces
Private Vehicle
Quarters of Beef
Reel

Value
HED
KEG
LVN
LBK
LOG
LUG
PKG
PAL
PCL
PCS
POV
QTR
REL

Package Type
Roll
Sack
Sheet
Sides of Beef
Skid
Tank
Tin
Tote Bin
Tube
Unit
Van Pack
Vehicle
Wooden Case

Value
ROL
SAK
SHT
SID
SKD
TNK
TIN
TBN
TBE
UNT
VPK
VEH
WDC

• The gross weight of the commodity.
• Numeric only, with no spaces or special characters. Decimal values not allowed, should be rounded to the
nearest whole number.
Weight Unit:
• The weight unit for the commodity.
• For Pounds, acceptable values are: "L", "LB", "LBS", "LBR"
• For Kilograms, acceptable values are: "K", "KG", "KGM"
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Country of Origin:
• The country in which the commodity was manufactured, grown or otherwise produced.
• Only required when Shipment Type is Section 321 or Section 321 with FDA Considerations.
• Must use the 2 letter country code for the country, in upper case letters.
• The full list of acceptable country codes can be downloaded here.

13.4 Importing Shipments
Once you have the CSV file populated with data in the correct format and your company has enabled the ACE shipment
import buttons, you can then import the shipments.
To import the CSV file you must first start a new ACE Manifest or edit an existing ACE Manifest. Then, click the button
"Choose File" to navigate locally and select the .csv file you would like to upload. Once the file is selected, click 'Save' on
the top left. You will be brought to the ACE Manifest details page where a notice will let you know if the upload was
successful, and/or if any errors in the import were found.
Next to the import button you will see that this button is for JSON files, but CSV files will also be accepted.

13.5 Common Import Errors
Listed below are some of the common errors users receive when trying to upload their .csv file into BorderConnect.
Shipment Control Number Errors
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Can't perform import since AUTOFILL shipment numbers are combined with explicitly stated shipment control numbers.

Some of the Shipment Control Numbers in your file are using your SCAC plus AUTOFILL, and some are not. To use the
Autofill feature, all Shipment Control Numbers must be filled in as SCAC plus AUTOFILL.
It is currently also possible to get this error because there are blank rows at the bottom of your CSV file. You may want to
use a plain text editor to check your file for rows consisting of only commas and remove those rows from the file.
SCAC Code [AAA5] is invalid. Must be 4 alphanumeric characters. [AAA5459071]

The SCAC code has an incorrect amount of characters. SCAC should be four letters.

Shipment Control Number is invalid, it must be 8-16 alphanumeric characters with no spaces and letters must be upp

The Shipment Control Number has too many characters. SCN must be between 8-16 characters.
Shipment Type Errors
Shipment Type [SECTION 321] is invalid [AAAA5459071]

The Shipment Type value is incorrect and should be "SECTION_321". Double check acceptable shipment type values
and try to upload again.
Shipper Errors
Province of Loading code [BX] unrecognized. [AAAA5459071]
OR
Province of Loading code [British Columbia] unrecognized. [AAAA5459071]

The Province of Loading for the shipper is not recognized. Format must use the acronym "BC". (ex. "ON", "MB", "NS",
etc.)

Shipper Name [Demo Business Incorporated CO Steven Stevenson Incorporated of Vancouver bla bla] invalid. Must be b

The Shipper Name has too many characters. It must be between 1 and 60 characters.
Shipper Canadian Postal Code [VSS 1A1] invalid. [AAAA5459219]

The shipper postal code is invalid. Should be (letter-number-letter number-letter-number)
Consignee Errors
Consignee State [California] is invalid or does not match with country [US]. [AAAA5459219]

The state of the consignee is not recognized. Format must use the acronym "CA". (ex. "NY", "WA", "FL", etc.)
Consignee U.S. Zip Code [4321] invalid. [AAAA5459219]

The consignee address has a zip code that is invalid. Zip codes must be five character numbers or ten character numbers
(ex. 45180-6789 and must include the dash if the ten character format is used).
Note: It is common for spreadsheet programs to strip leading zeroes from fields. E.g. zip code beginning with a zero such
as 04321 might be saved as 4321 by the spreadsheet program, which would be an unacceptable zip code for upload to
BorderConnect.
It may be necessary to look for solutions within the program that you're using to generate the CSV file to remedy this
issue. For some spreadsheet programs, saving the number as ="04321" instead of just 04321 works.
Commodity Errors
Unknown packaging unit [box]. [AAAA5459219]

The package type is in the incorrect format. The correct variable for the box package type is "BOX". Remember that
values are case-sensitive.
Shipment commodity weight is invalid. It must be numeric [0.63]

Commodity weight must be listed in whole numbers only. Should be rounded to the nearest number, or up to 1 if less than
1.
Commodity weight unit [POUNDS] is invalid. [AAAA5459219]
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The unit of measure for the weight is incorrect. It must follow the value guidlines for import. In this case if pounds was the
unit of weight, the correct value is "LB", "L", "LBS" or "LBR"
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14 US In Bond Manager Guide (CBP)
This article is part of the U.S. In-Bond Manager for CBP.
How to Use BorderConnect's In-Bond Manager
This guide offers instructions on using BorderConnect's U.S In-Bond Manager Add-On. BorderConnect U.S. In-Bond
Manager allows users to electronically report in-bond arrivals, exports, and port diversions to US Customs and Border
Protection. It provides greater visibility of in-bond shipments through the use of the included In-Bond Status Query
feature.

14.1 Introduction
New regulations were announced by CBP in 2017 concerning electronic reporting of In-Bond shipments.[1] These
regulations were enforced on July 29, 2019.[2]
Currently, carriers with an In-Bond shipment can present a paper 7512 copy of the in-bond to CBP at the destination port,
and officers will arrive and/or export the in-bond for the carrier. This "closes" or "cancels" the in-bond out, completing the
bonded movement and making sure the carrier doesn't get penalized for an overdue in-bond.
Under the new regulations, carriers will instead be required to electronically report the arrival and export of the in-bond
shipment. In-bond port diversions are also required to be reported electronically. BorderConnect's U.S. In-Bond Manager
uses CBP's Automated Broker Interface to allow carriers, freight forwarders, U.S. Bonded warehouses, and other affected
parties to meet the new electronic reporting requirement.
Notable Changes To The In-Bond Process
1. Electronic reporting of in-bond arrival and export is mandatory. CBP will no longer accept a paper 7512 copy of
the in-bond to perform arrival and export functionality. Electronic reporting must be conducted through a CBP
approved EDI system.
2. In-bond arrival or export must be reported within 2 business days of the event.
3. In-bond diversions must also be requested electronically rather than making the request to the CBP port.
4. A FIRMS code is now required in order to report the arrival of the in-bond.
5. Carriers have a standard 30 day maximum transit time for all modes of transport except pipeline and barge
traffic.
6. Elimination of the paper 7512 document. (But as there are numerous exceptions to this rule, it is recommended
that a paper 7512 still be produced and used as in the past in case it is required.)
Please see the New In-Bond Regulations FAQ at the bottom of this page for further information.

14.2 Registering for BorderConnect U.S. In-Bond Manager and Getting Started
If your company doesn't already have an account with BorderConnect, go to www.borderconnect.com and click Sign Up
Now. Enter your company details and finish the registration. Then, follow the instructions below.
If you DO NOT have a filer code.
1. Contact us, we'll help you submit a Letter of Intent.
2. In approximately 2 weeks, U.S. Customs and Border Protection will issue you a filer code. Please note that
processing times can vary according to the volume that CBP is currently handling.
3. Our CBP client representative will set up your filer code to work with BorderConnect for In-Bond only filing. You
can now begin using the BorderConnect ABI add-on.
If you already have a filer code.
Our CBP client representative will set up your filer code to work with BorderConnect for In-Bond only filing.

14.3 In-Bond Dashboard Guide
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In-Bond Dashboard
In-Bond Manager Dashboard (U.S. In-Bond Manager)
The In-Bond Dashboard provides complete visibility for U.S. in-bond shipments. Track in-bonds from filing to closing using
advanced search options. See status of in-bonds at a glance and drill in to advanced reports and actions from one
screen. Verify in-bonds were successfully reported and get in-bond details directly from CBP with In-Bond Status Query.

14.4 Reporting In-Bond Arrivals and Exports

Sending In-Bond Arrival
Reporting In-Bond Arrivals and Exports (U.S. In-Bond Manager)
Electronically arrive and export your U.S. in-bonds with minimal data entry. BorderConnect provides a fast and easy way
to meet CBP's new in-bond requirements. Diverting in-bonds used to be a manual process that involved contacting the
originating CBP port. With new electronic diversions, changing ports is a 1 minute process from request to approval.

14.5 QP In-Bond Filing Instructions
Creating and submitting a new QP In-Bond (U.S. In-Bond Manager)
Electronically file a QP In-Bond using BorderConnect U.S. In-Bond Manager.

14.6 BorderConnect U.S. In-Bond Manager Menu
Displays all options in BorderConnect's U.S. In-Bond Manager. Options will only be available if your account has already
been set up for BorderConnect's In-Bond Manager as above.
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14.6.1 In-Bond Dashboard
In-Bond Dashboard
This is the main listing page for all of your in-bond shipments. It shows a list of in-bond reports, summarizing all
known information for a given in-bond, including in-bond status, in-bond type, and port information.

14.6.2 In-Bond Status Queries
In-Bond Status Query Search
This page allows users to view in-bond status queries and see their responses from CBP. Please note that that
in-bond status query results are also grouped and summarized in the in-bond reports available on the In-Bond
Dashboard.
Send In-Bond Status Query
This page allows users send status queries for in-bond shipments. On this page, users can enter in-bond entry
numbers and send requests to CBP to gather up-to-date information on specific in-bonds. Responses will be
shown on the In-Bond Status Query Search page.

14.6.3 WP Send Requests
WP is the message type used to electronically report in-bond arrival, export, port diversion, or transfer of liability to CBP.
WP Send Request Search
This page helps users search for previous WP send requests. Please note that that WP requests and results are
also grouped and summarized in the in-bond reports available on the In-Bond Dashboard.
Arrive Entire In-Bond
Notifies CBP that the in-bond shipment has arrived at the destination (far side) port specified on the in-bond.
Using this option will arrive the entire in-bond, even if it consists of multiple bills of lading and/or containers.
Arrive Bill of Lading
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Notifies CBP that one of the bills on lading of an in-bond shipment has arrived at the destination (far side) port
specified on the in-bond. Using this option will arrive only one bill of lading on the in-bond, though if the in-bond
only consists of a single bill of lading, this will still have the effect of arriving the entire in-bond.
Arrive Container
Notifies CBP that one of the containers on an in-bond shipment has arrived at the destination (far side) port
specified on the in-bond. Using this option will arrive only one container on the in-bond, though if the in-bond only
consists of a single container, this will still have the effect of arriving the entire in-bond.
Export Entire In-Bond
Notifies CBP that the in-bond shipment has left the US. Using this option will export the entire in-bond, even if it
consists of multiple bills of lading and/or containers.
Export Bill of Lading
Notifies CBP that one of the bills on lading of an in-bond shipment has left the US. Using this option will export
only one bill of lading on the in-bond, though if the in-bond only consists of a single bill of lading, this will still have
the effect of exporting the entire in-bond.
Export Container
Notifies CBP that one of the containers on an in-bond shipment has left the US. Using this option will export only
one container on the in-bond, though if the in-bond only consists of a single container, this will still have the effect
of exporting the entire in-bond.
Port Diversion
Requests a change to the destination port of and in-bond shipment.
Transfer Liability
Transfers the liability for the in-bond shipment from the currently obligated party to a new one. This option should
not be used without an understanding of when it is permitted by CBP.

14.7 U.S. In-Bond Manager Software User Guide

U.S. In-Bond Dashboard Page
The below articles focus on the different pages and features users will come across using BorderConnect U.S. In-Bond
Manager software.
• In-Bond Dashboard Page
QP In-Bonds
• Start New QP In-Bond Page
• Start New QP Bill of Lading Page
• Add New Commodity to QP Bill of Lading Page
• QP In-Bond Details for In-Bond Page
• QP In-Bond Search Page
• In-Bond Status Notifications Page
• In-Bond Status Notification Details Page
Data Management
• QP Importing Carriers Search Page
• QP Shippers and Consignees Search Page
• Bonded Carrier ID Numbers Search Page
• In-Bond Sequences Page
• QP Subscribed Carrier Codes Search Page
• QP Commodity Descriptions Search Page
Status Queries
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• Search In-Bond Status Queries Page
• Send In-Bond Status Query Page
• Search Carrier Code Queries Page
WP Send Requests
• WP Send Request Search Page
• Arrive Entire In-Bond Page
• Arrive Bill of Lading Page
• Arrive Container Page
• Export Entire In-Bond Page
• Export Bill of Lading Page
• Export Container Page
• Send In-Bond Port Diversion Page
• Send Transfer of Liability Page

14.8 New In-Bond Regulations FAQ
Below are some of the common questions regarding the changes to the in-bond process. You can also download a .pdf of
the new in-bond requirements here.
1. What is changing with the new in-bond regulations on July 29th? What do I have to do differently?
The biggest change is that in-bond arrivals and exports must now be reported electronically. Until this point it was
possible to report to CBP with a paper copy of the 7512, and a CBP officer would arrive and export the in-bond for you,
?closing? the in-bond. Starting July 29th, 2019, that will no longer be an option. Arrival and export must be reported
electronically using a CBP-approved EDI system. In-bond diversions must also be requested electronically.
2. Does this mean I won?t have to stop at the CBP port anymore?
It?s possible that you would still need to report in to CBP at the port if the goods in your shipment are regulated by other
government departments or CBP policy otherwise requires it. But if the purpose of stopping at the CBP port is only to
report the arrival and export of the in-bond, then you would not need to stop.
3. Whose responsibility is electronic reporting of arrival and export?
The carrier whose bond is obligated on the in-bond shipment is ultimately responsible for ensuring that the in-bond is
arrived and, if required, exported. The arrival and export reporting may be done by any authorized agent of the
responsible carrier, but the responsibility and liability is still always on the bond holder.
4. What are my options for electronic reporting of in-bond arrival and export?
There are four options:
• Using a CBP-approved QP/WP program. BorderConnect?s U.S. In-Bond Manager (ABI In-Bonds) is
CBP-approved for this purpose and allows clients to arrive and export their in-bonds.
• Contracting an agent to arrive and export in-bonds for you. Anyone with access to a QP/WP system can report
in-bond arrival and export on your behalf if they have a letter of authorization from you to do so.
• In cases where the in-bond is linked to an ACE eManifest that you have access to, you can use the eManifest to
do the electronic reporting. In BorderConnect, these options are available on the shipment details page.
• Using the ACE Portal. Any carrier with an ACE Portal account can use its in-bond arrival and export functionality.
5. I?m already arriving and exporting my in-bonds using ACE eManifest. Am I all set?
That depends. You are meeting your electronic reporting requirements for those in-bonds that you?re handling that way.
But if you ever pick up in-bond shipments within the U.S., there would be no ACE eManifest for you to use for reporting,
so you would need to use one of the other options above instead. You would also need to use another option if another
party did the ACE eManifest, since you wouldn?t have access to it in that case. We would recommend getting set up for
BorderConnect?s U.S. In-Bond Manager either way, so that you are set up to handle electronic reporting for any and all
cases.
6. What is in-bond arrival? When does it take place, and when is it required to be reported?
In-bonds of type 61 (Immediate Transportation) and 62 (Transportation and Exportation) cover the movement of a
shipment through the U.S., beginning at an originating port and ending at a destination port. In-Bond arrival takes place
when the shipment reaches the destination port. Arrival of the in-bond must be reported to CBP within 2 business days
after it has taken place. For an Immediate Transportation in-bond, this completes the in-bond move and ?closes? the
in-bond.
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7. What is in-bond export? When does it take place, and when is it required to be reported?
In-bonds of type 62 (Transportation and Exportation) and 63 (Immediate Export) cover the movement of a shipment that
is destined outside of the U.S. Export of the in-bond takes place when the shipment has physically left the U.S., or when
the shipment is located where exportation is reasonably assured. For example at a seaport, airport or rail location and
under control of the exporting carrier. Export of the in-bond must be reported to CBP within 2 business days after it has
taken place. For in-bonds of type Transportation and Exportation and Immediate Export, this completes the in-bond move
and ?closes? the in-bond. Please note that a Transportation and Exportation in-bond must be arrived prior to being
exported. (See above.)
8. Can you take me through all of the statuses in the in-bond process?
Sure, there are 5 main statuses an in-bond takes on during the in-bond process:
• On File: An in-bond will have this status when it has first been created, but before the shipment enters the U.S.
• Enroute: An in-bond will attain Enroute status either when the shipment first enters the U.S., or immediately
when the in-bond is created if it is for a bonded warehouse or foreign trade zone withdrawal. Enroute signifies
that the in-bond movement from the originating port to the destination port has begun. In-bond shipments have a
maximum of 30 days to reach their destination, after which they will be overdue.
• Arrived: An in-bond will attain Arrived status once it has reached its destination port in the U.S., and its arrival
has been electronically reported to CBP. For in-bonds of type Immediate Transportation, this completes the
in-bond process and the in-bond is now considered ?closed?.
• Exported: An in-bond will attain Exported status once it has left the U.S., and its export has been electronically
reported to CBP. The export can also be reported when the shipment is located where exportation is reasonably
assured. For example at a seaport, airport or rail location and under control of the exporting carrier. For in-bonds
of type Transportation and Exportation and type Immediate Export, this completes the in-bond process and the
in-bond is now considered ?closed?.
• Concluded: It is common practice in some situations, including in-bond shipments destined to Mexico, for the
in-bond to be acquitted by the filing of a subsequent in-bond. In this case, your in-bond will still show as being in
Arrived status, but you can use the Check For Subsequent In-Bond feature in BorderConnect?s U.S. In-Bond
Manager to verify that a subsequent in-bond has been filed. This will cause your in-bond to be marked as
Concluded, because the filing of the subsequent in-bond will transfer the liability from your in-bond and complete
the in-bond process. Your in-bond will be considered ?closed?.
9. What about the new FIRMS code requirement for arrival reporting? What is a FIRMS code, and how do I know
which one to use?
The in-bond regulation changes also mandate that a FIRMS code must be included when reporting the arrival of an
in-bond. The FIRMS code tells CBP more specifically where the in-bond shipment has arrived. Where the port code tells
CBP the general area, the FIRMS code tells them the specific facility the goods have arrived at. The FIRMS code you use
must always be associated to the destination port of the in-bond.
Depending on the type of in-bond movement, the FIRMS code you need to use may refer to different types of facilities:
• A CBP port facility. This would be used in cases where you?re reporting the arrival of an in-bond that has already
left the U.S., such as a Transportation and Exportation in-bond that has already crossed into Canada. The
appropriate CBP port facility would be that of the port of exit from the U.S.
• A U.S. bonded warehouse or foreign trade zone. Applicable whenever the in-bond movement covers delivery to
one of these two types of facility.
• An airport, seaport, or other secure carrier facility.
BorderConnect?s U.S. In-Bond Manager provides several convenience features to make it easier to find the appropriate
FIRMS code. FIRMS codes can be selected by name or address when known, or by entering the port code of the
destination port to see all FIRMS codes available for that port.
10. A customs broker is setting up my in-bonds for me. Doesn?t that mean they?ll be handling the arrival and
export reporting for me too?
Many customs brokers may offer this as an additional service, but they are not required to do so. You would need to
check in with them to determine if it?s a service they offer, what rates they charge, and what their requirements are.
11. Another carrier has offered to handle electronic reporting for me. Is that okay?
Yes, carriers, freight forwarders, and bonded warehouses may offer to handle electronic reporting for carriers they are
doing business with. If they have access to a CBP-approved EDI system and you provide them with a letter of
authorization, they can handle reporting for you.
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12. Okay, so I?m having someone else handle electronic reporting of arrivals and exports for me. Is there any
way for me to check their work so that I don?t end up with a surprise penalty?
Yes. BorderConnect?s U.S. In-Bond Manager offers an in-bond status query feature that allows you to verify the current
status of your in-bond with CBP. The status query response would also allow you to verify other details such as the
in-bond originating and destination ports, and the quantity. For in-bonds destined to Mexico, it also allows you to verify
that a subsequent in-bond has been filed, so that your in-bond is no longer liable.
13. What about in-bond diversions? What are the new requirements there?
An in-bond diversion occurs when a carrier wants to change the in-bond destination from one port to another. Previously,
the carrier could contact the CBP port to request permission to divert the in-bond. These requests must now be done
electronically instead. A CBP-approved QP/WP program such as BorderConnect?s U.S. In-Bond Manager allows carriers
to make these electronic diversion requests.
14. Is it true the paper 7512 copy of the in-bond is being eliminated?
The paper 7512 can no longer be presented to CBP to arrive and export an in-bond, and the regulations do include the
elimination of the paper 7512. However, there are numerous exceptions to this, including shipments moving by air, the
requirements of specific CBP ports, and as part of bonded warehouse and foreign trade zone movements. As such, we
recommend continuing to keep a paper 7512 copy with the shipment unless you?re able to specifically rule out the
possibility that it will be needed at some point in the process.
15. What about the new HTS requirement for Immediate Transportation in-bonds?
The regulations will require all types of in-bonds to include a six digit Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS) number when
they are filed, including in-bond types that didn?t previously require an HTS number such as Immediate Transportation.
(Transportation and Exportation in-bonds have always required HTS.) This part of the in-bond regulation changes is not
yet being enforced though, and currently no date has been set for enforcement.
16. How can I sign up for BorderConnect?s U.S. In-Bond Manager?
In order to use our U.S. In-Bond Manager, you will need a filer code issued by CBP. BorderConnect will work with you to
create a Letter of Intent to submit to CBP, which will result in you being issued a filer code and being set up to use our
system. This process can take several weeks depending on the current volume that CBP is processing. Because of this
we recommend you apply as soon as possible.
If you already have a filer code, we can help you work with your CBP Client Rep to set it up to work with
our system.
1. ? https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/09/28/2017-20495/changes-to-the-in-bond-process
2. ? https://content.govdelivery.com/accounts/USDHSCBP/bulletins/24effce
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15 Creating and Managing Insurance Policies (ACE Manifest)
This article is part of the BorderConnect ACE Manifest Software Guide.
How to create and manage insurance policies in BorderConnect.
An Insurance Policy is a type of coverage for your company if accidents occur and can be assigned to trucks in your
fleet and in BorderConnect ACE Manifest software. Insurance Policies are required if your truck is taking a shipment into
the U.S. on an ACE Manifest with hazardous goods.
To assign an insurance policy to a truck, go to the Manage Data menu option at the top of the page and click Insurance
Policies under the ACE Data section of the menu which will take you to the Insurance Policies List page. From this page
you can view a list of the previous insurance policies entered in BorderConnect, or click the button New Insurance Policy.

15.1 Creating An Insurance Policy

This page displays all of the fields required to create an insurance policy.
Insurance Company Name
Enter the full name of the insurance company provider
Policy Number
Enter the full policy number.
Issue Date
Enter the full date of issue of the insurance policy in mm/dd/yyyy format.
Policy Amount
Enter the full coverage amount of the policy.

15.2 Insurance Policies List

This section of the page displays the list of truck insurance policies for the account. Insurance policies are used as part of
the required information for hazardous materials in ACE Manifest, they are not required to be entered otherwise. Policies
listed here will appear in the Insurance Policy drop down menu on the truck profile.
New Insurance Policy Button
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Allows the user to add a new insurance policy to the account. Clicking on this button will bring the user to a page
where the insurance information can be entered. Once finished, clicking Save will add the insurance policy and
return the user to the Company Details Page.
Edit
Allows the user to edit the information for the insurance policy. Clicking this link will bring the user to a page
where the insurance information can be updated. Once finished, clicking Save will add the insurance policy and
return the user to the Company Details Page.
Delete
Removes the insurance policy from the account. If any trucks have the insurance policy assigned, it will be
removed from the truck profile.
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